In neural interactive translation prediction, a system provides translation suggestions ("auto-complete" functionality) for human translators. These translation suggestions may be rejected by the translator in predictable ways; being able to estimate confidence in the quality of translation suggestions could be useful in providing additional information for users of the system. We show that a very small set of features (which are already generated as byproducts of the process of translation prediction) can be used in a simple model to estimate confidence for interactive translation prediction.
Introduction
In neural interactive translation prediction (Wuebker et al., 2016; Knowles and Koehn, 2016) , a human translator interacts with machine translation output by accepting or rejecting suggestions as they type a translation from beginning to end. By accepting a system suggestion, the translator implicitly provides an "OK" quality label for that token. Similarly, by rejecting a suggestion (and providing a correction), they implicitly provide a "BAD" quality label for the system's suggestion.
The system's suggestions may be wrong ("BAD") in predictable ways. For example, if one suggestion is incorrect, the subsequent suggestion may then be more likely to be incorrect. We seek to show that using these implicit labels and model scores we can predict whether subsequent tokens will be accepted as "OK" or rejected as "BAD" by the translator. This confidence estimation has a twofold purpose. First, if we can detect potentially "BAD" tokens before showing them to the translator, we may be able to increase translator trust in suggestions and reduce time spent reading incorrect suggestions, either by indicating confidence (by color, shading, or some other visual indication), providing multiple alternate translation options, or by simply not showing low-confidence predictions to the user. Second, if we can identify "BAD" tokens, we can save on computation. If we are confident that a prediction is wrong, we can wait to predict subsequent tokens until the human translator provides a correction rather than completing a translation that is likely to be rejected. Computer aided translation (CAT) tools such as Lilt 1 or CASMACAT 2 typically provide the translator with either full sentence predictions or predictions consisting of several tokens, which need to be recomputed each time the system is found to have made an erroneous prediction.
Speed is of the essence in interactive translation prediction; predictions (of several tokens or a full sentence) must be computed quickly enough that the translator does not experience lag in the user interface. For this reason, we focus on confidence estimation using a very small set of features that can be collected naturally in the process of the interactive translation prediction computation. We present results based on a simulation using reference text.
Related Work
In this work we use a neural machine translation (MT) model that consists of an encoder, a decoder, and an attention mechanism, based on the approach described in Bahdanau et al. (2015) . Such systems have been highly successful in recent MT evaluations (Bojar et al., 2017) .
Neural MT models have been applied to the task of interactive translation prediction. Interac- Figure 1 : Example of interactive translation prediction in CASMACAT. The system provides predictions for several tokens, conditioned on the source sentence and the prefix generated by the human translator.
Figure from Knowles and Koehn (2016) .
tive translation prediction provides a human translator using a CAT tool with functionality similar to "auto-complete" (as provided on smartphones, tablets, etc.). As the translator begins typing a translation, the interactive translation prediction system provides suggestions for the next targetlanguage token(s). Figure 1 provides an example of an interactive translation prediction user interface in CASMACAT. The translator can accept these suggestions (for example by using the TAB key) or they can override them by typing different characters and tokens. Whenever the translator overrides the system suggestions, the system must adapt to the newly extended sentence prefix and provide new suggestions for how to continue the translation. In the case of neural interactive translation prediction, 3 this is quite simple: rather than feeding the originally predicted token (rejected as incorrect by the translator) back into the model to predict the next word, the system instead feeds the translator's token(s) into the model, then continues producing the translation token by token. Knowles and Koehn (2016) note that the neural interactive translation prediction system recovers well from failure (predicting an incorrect token) when the correct token's model score is also (relatively) high. This suggests the feasibility of using features like the model score (which is already generated by the system) to predict when the system should be more or less confident in the quality of its predictions. Early work on word-level confidence estimation, such as Gandrabur and Foster (2003) , focused on estimating the system's confidence in translations in a similar interactive translation prediction setting (using a maxent MT model). González-Rubio et al. (2010b) explored how confidence information might be able to be used in an interactive machine translation setting to lessen human effort, and González-Rubio et al. (2010a) suggested using confidence measures to determine which sentences need human intervention in the form of interactive translation prediction and which are likely to be of high enough quality for the MT output to be used without editing. Both of these focus on interactive machine translation using statistical machine translation.
Today, the task of word-level quality estimation typically focuses on assigning "OK"/"BAD" labels to individual tokens in a full sentence translation (Bojar et al., 2017) . This task has been explored in-depth through the shared task on Quality Estimation at WMT, which was initially introduced in 2012 (Callison-Burch et al., 2012) . The open-source tool QUEST++ (Specia et al., 2015) provides an implementation of word-, sentence-, and document-level quality estimation, using an extensive set of features that have been found to be useful for the task.
The vital difference between the word-level quality estimation task and confidence estimation for interactive translation prediction is that each human interaction in the interactive translation prediction setting provides a gold-standard "OK"/"BAD" label for a token, such that the full prefix of the sentence is labeled, and the task is now to predict the quality of the next token (potentially conditioning on the previous tokens). Additionally, in the standard word-level quality estimation task, it is possible to extract features from both the full source sentence and the full machine translation output. In the interactive translation prediction setting as we have described it, the target output is produced one word at a time, through interaction with the user, meaning that target side features can only be extracted from the prefix produced so far.
Experiments & Results

Data and MT Systems
We use University of Edinburgh's neural models from WMT 2016 (Sennrich et al., 2016) for the following language pairs and directions: Figure 2: An example sentence demonstrating how the labels are obtained. A "BAD" label is applied when the predicted token does not match the reference token. The @@ symbol is a product of byte-pair encoding (and would not be displayed to users in a CAT tool).
English-German (en-de), German-English (deen), English-Czech (en-cs), and Czech-English (cs-en). The models were trained with Nematus (Sennrich et al., 2017) and are available publicly. 4 We use WMT 2016 test data for training and development and report results on WMT 2017 test data. Both of these data sets consist of between 64,000 and 73,000 tokens.
For each sentence in the data set, we run neural interactive translation prediction (using a modified version of Nematus), simulating the actions of a real user with the reference translation. We use a beam size of 1 for speed. The interactive translation prediction system starts by producing a prediction for the first token; this is compared against the reference, generating an "OK" label if the prediction and reference are equal, and "BAD" otherwise. For each subsequent word, the system produces a prediction (adjusting to the reference as needed) and generates a label for each prediction by comparing it to the reference. Figure 2 provides an example, showing the source sentence, the reference sentence, the output of the interactive translation prediction system simulated against the reference, and the labels assigned. Each target language pair of gold token and prediction is associated with a label and constitutes a single train- ing instance. Using the example in Figure 2 , the first token (at) receives the label "BAD" because it does not match the reference, while the second token (I) receives the label "OK" because it does match. Table 1 shows baseline word prediction accuracy scores on the WMT 2017 test data. Word prediction accuracy (WPA) is calculated as the percentage of the time that the system correctly predicts the next token of the sentence. The WPA is the percentage of the data that has the "OK" label. The slightly lower WPA scores for the Czech language tasks are consistent with the expectation that Czech-English translation is more difficult than German-English. We show the BLEU scores reported on standard decoding with beam size of 1 on WMT 2017 data in Table 1 . 5
Metrics
Following Logacheva et al. (2016) , we report scores for F 1 -BAD and F 1 -mult (the product of F 1 -BAD and F 1 -OK scores). F 1 -BAD is of interest because we seek in particular to be able to label incorrect predictions (of which there are fewer than correct predictions). F 1 -mult has been shown to be more robust to pessimistic classifiers (those which label most tokens as "BAD").
Features
Here we describe the small set of simple features we explored, all of which are generated as byproducts of the neural interactive translation prediction system's computations. In Table 2 we show baseline results of using simple heuristics (based on the first five features) to predict labels on the training/development data. We also include a baseline that assigns the labels (uniformly) randomly. 6 Correctness of Previous Prediction: Making one error can result in a sequence of errors, so the simplest feature we use is the gold-standard label assigned to the previous token. Since the first token has no previous token from which to draw a label, we set its value for this feature to "OK" (as the majority of tokens are "OK"). On the training data, using this feature as the label (that is, predicting the previous token's gold-standard label as the current token's label) provides an initial baseline.
Gold Token Model Score: We can examine the score that the model assigned to the previous goldstandard token. Knowles and Koehn (2016) note that even when the system did not correctly predict the previous token, it may be more likely to recover well (and predict subsequent tokens correctly) if the model assigned a relatively high score to the gold token. We can use this as a simple classifier by thresholding. While thresholding obtains a higher F 1 -BAD score with the threshold of 0.99 (labeling the token as "OK" if the model score is greater than 0.99, and "BAD" otherwise), this produces a very pessimistic classifier, and the F 1 -mult score suffers accordingly.
Predicted Token Model Score: In this case, we take the score that the model gave to its previous prediction (which may or may not have been correct), with the intuition that very high scores may indicate higher confidence. We again see that thresholding this value (labeling the token as "OK" if the model score is greater than 0.99, and "BAD" otherwise) produces a pessimistic model.
Score Difference: We compute the difference between the two previous features (gold token model score subtracted from the predicted token model score). This will be 0 when the predicted token was correct. A high difference may indicate a potential error being made by the system (when 6 Averaged across 5 runs. the model assigns high probability to its prediction and very low probability to the gold token), which may have an impact on subsequent predictions. Thresholding (labeling the token as "OK" if the difference in scores is less than 0.99, and "BAD" otherwise) this feature results in a higher F 1 -mult score and a less pessimistic labeling.
Current Token Model Score: We take the score that the model gave to the current prediction (for which we are currently trying to predict the "OK" or "BAD" label). Again, this is based on the intuition that very high scores may indicate higher confidence.
Index: We add the index of the word in the sentence as a feature.
First token: We add a feature that indicates if the token is the first token in a sentence.
Evaluation
In addition to using thresholding or simple heuristics with the features, we train logistic regression classifiers with scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) on the WMT 2016 data set, using class weighting (with a weight of 2 on "BAD"). All other parameters are set to defaults, including the threshold. We report results on the WMT 2017 test sets in Table 3 .
We find that the Current Token Model Score feature drastically outperforms all other features when thresholded, obtaining the best results in terms of F 1 -BAD on train and test data. The logistic regression model that includes it and all other features shows slight improvements in terms of F 1 -mult (at the cost of slight losses to F 1 -BAD).
If we restrict ourselves to the features available before the new token is predicted, we find that the logistic regression model (without the Current Token Model Score) outperforms baselines in terms of F 1 -BAD and the threshold score difference baseline in terms of F 1 -mult on the en-cs and cs-en data. For the en-de and de-en data, we find that it outperforms the threshold score difference baseline in terms of F 1 -mult and the correctness of previous prediction baseline in terms of F 1 -BAD.
Conclusions and Future Work
A very small set of features can be used in a simple trained model or even with simple heuristics to estimate confidence for interactive translation prediction. This work provides a proof-of-concept of how this can be done for neural interactive translation in particular, using the sorts of features that are already produced in the process of generating predictions, which is desirable in a setting that requires very fast computation in order to serve translations to the user without lag.
We worked with a very limited feature set here, drawing on intuitions from previous work on interactive translation prediction. One could certainly explore a wide range of more complex features, such as the number of previous errors, the number of tokens since the last error, sparse wordspecific features, or even features derived from the attention mechanism (as proposed by Rikters and Fishel (2017) for general MT confidence estimation). It would also be interesting to explore the types of features used in QUEST++ (Specia et al., 2015) and other word-level quality estimation systems which are applicable to this setting. 7 In this model, we only use features that reference the current or previous token or the position of the token in the sentence; a longer history (such as sequences of errors) may also be a fruitful avenue to explore. We have used a simple, out-of-the-box 7 Since QUEST++ is used for quality estimation after a full translation is produced, we would need to use a modified subset of these features for interactive translation prediction confidence estimation. For example, we could not use n-gram features that include target context beyond the sequence of tokens generated so far. model; in particular we did not optimize specifically for either of the metrics, nor did we make significant efforts to elegantly handle the label imbalance in labels. Attention to both of these areas could easily result in improvement.
While we evaluated with F 1 -BAD and F 1 -mult, it may also be useful to evaluate the system in terms of the computational costs saved by holding off on making full sentence predictions following low-confidence tokens. This, or a usercentric metric (like those described in Gandrabur and Foster (2003) ) could also be valuable. Ueffing and Ney (2005) propose an evaluation metric called prediction F-measure, which incorporates the keystroke ratio that models human effort by the number of keystroke actions needed to complete translations.
Additionally, there is work to be done on the user interface side to determine how best to use confidence estimation for interactive translation prediction. What is the best way to communicate the confidence estimate to the user? Is it sufficient to use a visual representation (color, shading), or would it be preferable to show multiple suggestions or (no suggestions) when the system is not confident? Answering these questions would certainly require user studies rather than simulations. It would also be interesting to explore possible differences between real data from user interactions and our simulations using references.
